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With the Court’s leave, Professor Ronald Mann and EM Ltd. (“EM”) submit

this brief as amici curiae supporting affirmance of the February 12, 2012 Order of

the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York entered by the

Honorable Thomas P. Griesa (the “District Court”) enjoining Argentina from

violating the “Equal Treatment Provision” contained in Paragraph 1(c) of the

Fiscal Agency Agreement (“FAA”) that governs the debt instruments held by

Plaintiffs-Appellees, and requiring Argentina to honor its payment obligations to

Plaintiffs-Appellees to the same extent it honors its payment obligations to

creditors that participated in Argentina’s restructurings (the “Injunction”).1

INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE

Ronald Mann is the Albert E. Cinelli Enterprise Professor in Law and the

Co-Director of the Charles E. Gerber Program in Transactional Studies at

Columbia Law School. He has written and taught extensively about wire transfers

for decades. In addition to his scholarship and teaching in the area, he is a member

of the American Law Institute and served as the Reporter for the most recently

appointed Drafting Committee with responsibility for Article 4A of the Uniform

1 This brief is filed contemporaneously with a motion seeking leave to file pur-
suant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29(b), because counsel for the
Defendants-Appellants refused consent. Pursuant to Local Rule 29.1, no
party’s counsel authored this brief in whole or in part; and no person, other
than amici or their counsel, contributed money that was intended to fund pre-
paring or submitting this brief.
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Commercial Code (“UCC”). His interest in appropriate explication of the laws

related to wire transfer systems is longstanding. The exaggerated assertions in The

Clearing House Association L.L.C. (“The Clearing House” or “CH”) amicus brief

that the Injunction will unhinge the routine administration of wire transfer systems

give Professor Mann a particularly strong interest in providing this Court with a

more balanced perspective on the UCC issues raised by this case.

EM has invested in the secondary sovereign debt market in New York and

obtained in the District Court a judgment against the Republic of Argentina

(“Argentina”). See EM Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, No. 03 Civ. 2507 (TPG).

The debt instruments underlying EM’s judgment were issued pursuant to the same

FAA at issue in this appeal, which involves application in the pre-judgment context

of the Equal Treatment Provision. Since the District Court has not yet been asked

to address whether the Equal Treatment Provision can be used to enforce an

existing judgment, EM is not a party to this appeal and currently has no direct

financial interest in its outcome. EM has an interest in all of the issues presented

by this appeal, because EM believes that the Equal Treatment Provision applies

with identical force in the post-judgment context, and because those issues are of

exceptional importance to sovereign debt enforcement litigation.2

2 Professor Mann expresses no opinion about any aspect of this appeal except as
set forth in this brief. EM joins by reference the additional arguments made by
Plaintiffs-Appellees supporting affirmance.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This Court bears a critical responsibility: to support New York’s position as

a global financial center. A misstep that destabilizes the financial system imposes

incalculable costs on the community. It is thus no surprise that the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York has appeared as an amicus curiae to caution the Court on those

occasions (such as Winter Storm and Aqua Stoli) when panel decisions have

threatened to transgress inappropriately into the largely insulated interior of funds

transfer systems. But this is not one of those occasions.3

More generally, the stability and enforceability of the rule of law is a

foundational institution for New York’s continuing success in that realm. It is no

less important for this Court to facilitate the enforcement of commercial

obligations than it is for the Court to limit the burdens of enforcement to parties

with appropriate ties to the underlying obligations. The Injunction steers far clear

3 Argentina implies (Argentina Br. 56) that an amicus brief regarding the Equal
Treatment Provision submitted by the Federal Reserve to the District Court
eight years ago implies its support for Argentina in this appeal. Putting to one
side the obvious point that the Federal Reserve easily could have filed a brief
before this Court had it chosen to do so, it is plain that the brief in question has
no relevance here. The Federal Reserve’s prior brief criticized injunctions
issued by Belgic courts solely because they extended to intermediary banks in
direct contravention of UCC § 4A-503. See Memorandum of Law of Amicus
Curiae Federal Reserve Bank of New York, at pp. 9-11 (A-1799-1801),
Macrotecnic International Corp. v. The Republic of Argentina, No. 02 CV
5932 (TPG) (January 12, 2004). As we explain, the Injunction on appeal does
not extend to intermediary banks.
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of the properly sheltered internal working of the wire transfer system. The

Clearing House’s contrary arguments in Part II of its amicus brief offer no basis for

reversal or vacation.

The Clearing House assumes that Argentina will choose to violate the

Injunction by attempting to make the payment that it owes under the “Exchange

Bonds” without first or simultaneously making a “Ratable Payment” to Plaintiffs-

Appellees. SPA-34. Under that assumption, The Clearing House argues that the

Injunction “threatens the orderly functioning of the payment systems and credit

markets” and is “inconsistent with New York Law and this Court’s precedents”

(capitalization regularized) (CH Br. at 17-18). We write solely to respond to those

assertions, providing a more careful assessment of the relation between the

Injunction and the legal framework for wire transfers. We offer two brief points.

First, we explain the consistency between the Injunction and UCC Article

4A. Article 4A does not ban all creditor process that interferes with wire transfers.

To the contrary, it adopts a comprehensive framework that explicitly describes

both the collection strategies that are consistent with the statute and those that

violate the statute. Generally, it permits processes, like the Injunction, directed to

the “real-world” parties that are sending and receiving funds, as well as their banks.

By contrast, it rejects processes (unlike the Injunction) directed at wholly
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“intermediary” banks, whose activity in the “backbone” of the wire transfer system

involves no direct contact with the real-world parties sending and receiving funds.

Second, to allay any concerns that the Injunction might pose a Winter Storm

problem, we analyze the logical flaws in the decision of the Winter Storm panel

that led to its rejection seven years later in Jaldhi.4 In general, the conceptual flaw

of Winter Storm was its holding that an intermediary bank held property belonging

to the parties to the funds transfer. Jaldhi’s rejection of that error underscores the

impropriety of an injunction directed at intermediary banks, but it is irrelevant in a

case like this one, which limits enforcement to the parties sending and receiving

bond payments.

ARGUMENT

I. THE INJUNCTION DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH ARTICLE 4A OF
THE UCC BECAUSE IT DOES NOT PURPORT TO REACH
INTERMEDIARY BANKS.

We start by situating the Injunction against the applicable law of the relevant

payment system (UCC Article 4A).5 To that end, we first summarize the carefully

4 We refer to Winter Storm Shipping, Ltd. v. TPI, 310 F.3d 263 (2d Cir. 2002),
overruled by The Shipping Corp. of India v. Jaldhi Overseas PTE Ltd., 585
F.3d 58, 61-68 (2d Cir. 2009).

5 New York has adopted Article 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code as Article
4-A of New York’s Uniform Commercial Code. Similarly, the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System has incorporated Article 4A into the
Federal Reserve’s Regulation J to govern transfers through the Fedwire system.
12 C.F.R. § 210.25(b)(1). Because the relevant provisions in the different
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crafted provisions of Article 4A that specify when creditors properly can proceed

against parties to transfers governed by that statute. We then examine the terms of

the Injunction to illustrate their consistency with the principles of Article 4A.

A. ARTICLE 4A PERMITS CREDITORS TO REACH ASSETS IN
THE HANDS OF ORIGINATORS, BENEFICIARIES, AND
THEIR BANKS, BUT FORBIDS COLLECTION ACTIVITY
DIRECTED AT INTERMEDIARY BANKS.

Because the drafters of Article 4A had the luxury of “writ[ing] on a clean

slate,” they were able to craft a “unique” and novel framework for governing wire

transfers. UCC § 4A-102 comment. The framework depends on two major

concepts: the funds transfer and the payment order. A funds transfer is the “real-

world” transaction that calls upon the wire transfer system. In the language of

Article 4A, it is sent from an originator (the party making the payment) to a

beneficiary (the party receiving payment). 6 Completion of the funds transfer

discharges the obligation of the originator to the beneficiary.7

versions are the same, this brief refers for convenience to the official version of
the Uniform Commercial Code promulgated by the American Law Institute
and the Uniform Law Commission (formerly known as the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws).

6 See UCC §§ 4A-103(a)(2), 4A-104(a), 4A-104(c); 4A-104 comment 1.

7 See UCC § 4A-406.
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Each funds transfer consists of a number of “payment orders,” each of which

is sent from a “sender” to a “receiving bank.”8 When the originator is not a bank,

the first payment order is sent from the originator to the originator’s bank.9 If the

originator’s bank is not also the beneficiary’s bank, the transfer will involve one or

more additional payment orders until a final payment order reaches the

beneficiary’s bank. Commonly, and especially in cross-border transfers, a funds

transfer will include payment orders sent to one or more banks between the

originator’s bank and the beneficiary’s bank, “intermediary banks” in the language

of Article 4A.10

That framework creates a distinction between the parties that play a role in

the overarching funds transfer (the originator, the beneficiary, and their respective

banks) and those whose role is limited to processing of payment orders internal to

the wire-transfer system (the intermediary banks). The payment-order regime

functions by creating specific responsibilities at the payment-order level. Thus, an

8 See UCC §§ 4A-103(a)(1), (4), (5), 4A-104(a).

9 See UCC § 4A-104(c), (d).

10 See UCC § 4A-104(b). See generally 4A-104 comment 1 (“[A] payment under
Article 4A involves an overall transaction, the funds transfer, in which the
originator * * * is making payment to the beneficiary * * *, but the funds
transfer may encompass a series of payment orders that are issued in order to
effect the payment initiated by the originator’s payment order.”); Grain
Traders, Inc. v. Citibank, N.A., 160 F.3d 97, 100 (2d Cir. 1998); James J.
White & Robert S. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code 951-56 (6th ed.
2010); Benjamin Geva, The Law of Electronic Funds Transfers 2.24-.28 (2012).
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intermediary bank’s liability is ordinarily limited to its responsibility as a receiving

bank on a payment order from one bank and as a sender on a payment order to

another bank. The originator, beneficiary, and their banks, by contrast, have rights

and duties related to the obligation for which the funds transfer is sent.

This distinction undergirds the holding in this Court’s justly celebrated

decision in Grain Traders, that intermediary banks ordinarily have no

responsibility to any party with whom they have not directly dealt. Grain Traders,

Inc. v. Citibank, N.A., 160 F.3d 97, 101-02 (2d Cir. 1998). As the Court explained

there:

[T]here are sound policy reasons for limiting [rights of recourse
against a receiving bank] to the sender who directly paid the receiving
bank. * * * To allow a party to, in effect, skip over the bank with
which it dealt directly, and go to the next bank in the chain * * *
would require intermediary banks to investigate the financial circum-
stances and various legal relations of the other parties to the transfer.
These are matters as to which an intermediary bank ordinarily should
not have to be concerned.

160 F.3d at 102.

Notwithstanding the protections for intermediary banks, nobody has ever

supposed that the presence of a funds transfer or a payment order in a transaction

insulated the participants from their general obligation to comply with judicial

decrees. To the contrary, the drafters recognized the likelihood that creditors

would want to reach funds flowing through the system. Thus, the statute explicitly

describes, and confines, the proper bounds of those efforts.
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For example, Section 4A-502(d) describes the appropriate process for the

creditor of a beneficiary and suggests that the correct action is to look to the assets

in the hands of the beneficiary’s bank. The Official Comment to that provision

offers a more expansive tripartite summary: (1) creditors of the originator should

look to the originator’s bank, which is the only bank with assets of the originator,

(2) creditors of the beneficiary should look to the beneficiary’s bank, the only bank

obligated to the beneficiary,11 and (3) neither group of creditors should look to the

intermediary banks, because those banks are obligated to neither the originator nor

the beneficiary. UCC § 4A-502 comment 4.

Similarly, UCC § 4A-503 considers the possibility that creditors will not

move affirmatively to acquire funds from parties involved in the payments process,

but will seek instead to enjoin the process. Again, like Section 4A-502, the

provision explicitly defines categories of permitted and prohibited collection

activity:

11 At first glance, it might seem odd that a creditor of a beneficiary cannot use a
writ of garnishment to attach assets at the bank of an originator, when the
originator is indebted to the beneficiary. But that creditor’s writ of
garnishment should reach only those indebted to the beneficiary (such as the
originator). The point of Section 4A-502(d)’s restrictions on the strategies of a
beneficiary’s creditor is that the funds in the originator’s account represent a
debt that the originator’s bank owes to the originator (not to the beneficiary).
Even when the originator has sent a payment order to the originator’s bank
initiating a funds transfer to the beneficiary, the funds are not yet owed to the
beneficiary, and thus are not yet subject to garnishment (or other process) of
the beneficiary’s creditor.
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For proper cause and in compliance with applicable law, a court may
restrain (i) a person from issuing a payment order to initiate a funds
transfer, (ii) an originator’s bank from executing the payment order of
the originator, or (iii) the beneficiary’s bank from releasing funds to
the beneficiary or the beneficiary from withdrawing the funds. A
court may not otherwise restrain a person from issuing a payment
order, paying or receiving payment of a payment order, or otherwise
acting with respect to a funds transfer.

UCC § 4A-503. As with Section 4A-502, the only categorical prohibitions relate

to intermediary banks. See UCC § 4A-503 comment (“In particular, intermediary

banks are protected.”).

The boundaries that those provisions draw are not arbitrary happenstance.

Rather, they flow naturally from the conceptual framework described above.

Because the person initiating a funds transfer might have obligations to third

parties with regard to the funds being used for the payment, it makes sense that a

creditor of the originator could reach those funds (UCC § 4A-502 comment 4

sentence 4) or that a court could restrain the dissipation of those funds (UCC § 4A-

503(i), (ii)). Similarly, because a third party might have a claim to the funds sent

to the beneficiary, a court just as naturally could allow a creditor to reach those

funds when they appear at the beneficiary’s bank (UCC § 4A-502(d)12) or restrain

the release of those funds from that bank (UCC § 4A-503(iii)). Because

intermediary banks have no obligations directly to the parties to the funds transfer,

12 See also UCC § 4A-502(c) (procedure for beneficiary’s banks responding to
garnishment of beneficiary).
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they can have no obligations to the creditors of those parties. Hence, it makes no

sense for courts to interfere with them at all (UCC §§ 4A-502(d) (last sentence),

4A-503 (last sentence)).

The drafting history of Article 4A underscores this point.13 The earliest draft

to consider the interface between creditors and the funds transfer system included a

broad provision protecting all banks except the beneficiary’s bank, with no

suggestion (even in the comment) of other possibilities. UCC § 4A-502(4)

(February 1989 Draft) (“The proper party to receive creditor process with respect

to a payment by the originator to the beneficiary pursuant to a funds transfer is the

beneficiary’s bank. Any other party to a funds transfer served with such creditor

process is not obliged to act with respect to the process.”). But the drafters quickly

recognized the overbreadth of that provision, which had failed to consider the

possibility that creditors of an originator might seek relief against parties involved

in funds transfers. Thus, the very next draft added two sentences to the proposed

comment, quite similar to the language in existing law, emphasizing the proper

scope of relief for creditors of the originator. This newly added language

explained: “A creditor of the originator can levy on the account of the originator in

13 The materials discussed in this paragraph are available in the NCCUSL Ar-
chives in the Special Collections Department at the Biddle Law Library at the
University of Pennsylvania Law School. For the convenience of the Court, we
reproduce the relevant materials in an Appendix to this brief.
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the originator’s bank, but that levy is subject to the limitations stated in [the

predecessor to UCC § 4A-502(b)]. Except for the account that is debited, no

property of the originator is involved in the funds transfer.” UCC § 4A-502

comment 4 (April 1989 Draft).

The history, like the text, contemplates a coherent two-step framework for

managing creditor process: (1) relief is readily available against the assets of

originators and beneficiaries, at the banks with which they deal; (2) relief is not

available against wholly intermediary banks, because they hold assets of neither

the originators nor the beneficiaries.

B. THE INJUNCTION DOES NOT PURPORT TO REACH
INTERMEDIARY BANKS.

Read against that backdrop, the Injunction should not be controversial. It

does not mention intermediary banks, either explicitly or by implication. Rather,

the operative provision (Section 2(e)) extends only to “parties involved, directly or

indirectly, in advising upon, preparing, processing, or facilitating any payment on

the Exchange Bonds.” SPA-34. The UCC provisions of relevance here target par-

ties involved in “processing” and “facilitating” payments.

The Injunction applies directly to Argentina and its agents, as originators of

a funds transfer, but clause (i) of Section 4A-503 expressly contemplates that. It

also would apply to any bank that acts on behalf of Argentina and its agents to

enter such a transfer into a funds transfer system, but clause (ii) of Section 4A-503
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validates that application; see also UCC § 4A-502 comment 4 sentence 4 (“A

creditor of the originator can levy on the account of the originator in the

originator’s bank before the funds transfer is initiated * * * .”). Finally, the

Injunction would apply to any beneficiary’s bank or beneficiary with regard to the

final payment, as contemplated by clause (iii) of Section 4A-503; see UCC § 4A-

502(d) (“Creditor process with respect to a payment by the originator to the

beneficiary * * * may be served only on the beneficiary’s bank * * * .”).

There is no reason to suppose that the Injunction has any application to the

intermediary banks, because they have no role in “processing, or facilitating any

payment” for the originator or beneficiary. Their sole role under Article 4A is to

execute payment orders they might receive, and their sole obligations are to the

parties to those payment orders. See Grain Traders, 160 F.3d at 102 (explaining

that intermediary banks “ordinarily” are not “concerned” about “the financial

circumstances and various legal relations of the other parties to the transfer”). If

the District Court had intended its Injunction to reach those parties, it should have

fashioned its order much more expansively and explicitly. To read the Injunction

as reaching those parties is to rake up trouble that needs not exist.

The Clearing House and Argentina offer different understandings of the

underlying facts, but under either scenario the Injunction is consistent with Article

4A. The Clearing House contends (CH Br. at 20) that Bank of New York (acting
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as Trustee) would be the originator, and challenges application of the Injunction in

that scenario. But clause (i) of UCC § 4A-503 explicitly authorizes injunctive

relief against an originator. Conversely, Argentina contends (Argentina Br. at 55)

that Argentina itself is the originator, such that all subsequent parties in the trans-

action should be immune from judicial process. But in that scenario, Argentina’s

bank – presumably, but not necessarily, Bank of New York – would be the

originator’s bank. Application of the Injunction under that scenario falls directly

within clause (ii) of UCC § 4A-503.

Yet another possibility is that there are two distinct funds transfers, one from

Argentina to the Trustee, and one from the Trustee to the individual bondholders.

Again, nothing in Article 4A would prevent application of the Injunction to any of

those parties or their banks. For example, clause (iii) of UCC § 4A-503 would

permit application of the Injunction to prevent the Trustee as beneficiary of the

first transfer from taking any steps to withdraw or transfer funds from the first

transfer. Similarly, clauses (i) and (ii) of UCC § 4A-503 would permit application

of the Injunction to bar the Trustee from initiating a payment order to send those

funds onward. Finally, it would permit application of the Injunction at the level of
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the beneficiaries’ banks to prevent the beneficiaries from gaining access to funds

distributed by the Trustee through the wire transfer system.14

While Argentina wholly ignores the distinction between the originator’s

banks and intermediary banks, seeking blanket protection for all involved

(Argentina Br. at 55-56), The Clearing House at least implicitly recognizes that

Article 4A protections apply only to the intermediary banks. Thus, The Clearing

House asserts that the terms of the Injunction are “defined * * * to include

intermediary banks,” CH Brief at 18 & n.22, but it does not even try to explain

how intermediary banks can be “processing” payments of which they are most

unlikely to have any knowledge. The tendentiousness of The Clearing House’s

position is underscored by its acknowledgment (CH Brief at 18 n.22) that

Plaintiffs-Appellees have suggested no interest in extending the Injunction to

intermediary banks.15 Essentially, The Clearing House has offered an implausibly

14 This assumes, of course, that the parties in question are subject to the
injunctive authority of the district court, a question as to which Article 4A does
not speak.

15 The Clearing House does challenge (CH Brief at 18 n.22, 19-20) application of
the Injunction to the Bank of New York acting as Trustee. But the basis of that
challenge (CH Br. at 22) appears to be the volume of the challenged payments
rather than any aspect of the structure of Article 4A. In context, the unusually
large number of affected payments says less about the Injunction’s interference
with the funds transfer system than it does about the difficulties that face a
financial institution handling the affairs of an entity the size of Argentina that
is committed to routine contravention of the judgment of a federal court.
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broad reading of the Injunction because of the flimsiness of the arguments it could

present against the actual, narrower, scope of the Injunction. Because The

Clearing House offers no reason why Article 4A might bar application of the

Injunction to parties with roles beyond that of an intermediary bank, and because

the Injunction does not depend on or even contemplate application to intermediary

banks, The Clearing House’s concerns are unwarranted.

Having said that, we recognize the seriousness of the concerns that would

arise if the Injunction extended to intermediary banks. If this Court,

notwithstanding the discussion above, concludes that the Injunction might chill the

activities of intermediary banks, we believe that the appropriate course of action is

not to vacate and remand the Injunction, but for this Court instead to clarify the

Injunction as simply as possible without altering the valid scope of its reach. For

example, one possible revision that would eviscerate any legitimate concern of The

Clearing House regarding Article 4A would add the following sentence at the

conclusion of Section 2(e) of the Injunction: “Nothing in this paragraph shall be

construed to extend this ORDER to institutions the sole role of which with regard

to any payment on the Exchange Bonds is as an intermediary bank implementing a

payment order that is a part of the relevant funds transfer.”
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II. THE DECISION BELOW IS CONSISTENT WITH JALDHI.

The Clearing House’s brief explicitly compares the Injunction at issue to the

pervasive disruption of the payments system that ensued upon the decision in

Winter Storm Shipping, Ltd. v. TPI, 310 F.3d 263 (2d Cir. 2002). See CH Brief at

23-24. But in fact the Injunction is much more consistent with the understandings

of the Jaldhi Court (Shipping Corp. of India v. Jaldhi Overseas PTE Ltd., 585 F.3d

58, 61-68 (2d Cir. 2009) (overruling Winter Storm)) than it is with the ill-fated

Winter Storm decision.

The central flaw of Winter Storm was its failure to recognize the hermetic

separation between the rights of parties in the outside “real” world – the originators

and beneficiaries of funds transfers – from the obligations of intermediary banks

within the black box of the funds transfer system. By treating funds at

intermediary banks as subject to attachment based on the conduct of originators

and beneficiaries – with whom the intermediary banks had never dealt – the Winter

Storm panel undermined the basic framework of Article 4A. Specifically, and with

all due respect, the Winter Storm panel erred in treating funds in the hands of the

intermediary bank as property of the defendant, Winter Storm, 310 F.3d at 276-78;

see Consub Delaware LLC v. Schahin Engenharia Limitada, 543 F.3d 104, 108-13

(2d Cir. 2008) (repeating that error).
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Neither Winter Storm nor Consub Delaware can sensibly be reconciled with

the recognition in Grain Traders (summarized above) that the intermediary bank is

responsible only to its sender and receiving bank. See Grain Traders, 160 F.3d at

101-02; see also Aqua Stoli Shipping Ltd. v. Gardner Smith PTY Ltd., 460 F.3d 434,

445 n.6 (2d Cir. 2006) (criticizing Winter Storm on that basis).

The Jaldhi Court’s retreat from Winter Storm reflected a renewed

understanding and embrace of the Article 4A framework. Specifically, the Jaldhi

Court returned to the emphasis, first articulated clearly in Grain Traders, on the

step-by-step structure of Article 4A obligations: the internal parties to a transfer

give and receive obligations only to and from their counterparties on their

respective payment orders. Explaining that the specific error of the Winter Storm

panel was its assumption that intermediary banks hold property of the originator or

beneficiary, the Jaldhi Court overruled Winter Storm based on the structure of

UCC Article 4A, which makes it clear intermediary banks hold no such thing.

Jaldhi, 585 F.3d at 68-71 (“‘[U]ntil the funds transfer is completed by acceptance

by the beneficiary’s bank of a payment order for the benefit of the beneficiary, the

beneficiary has no property interest in the funds transfer * * * .’”) (quoting UCC

§ 4A-502 comment 4); see Permanent Editorial Board for the Uniform Commercial

Code, PEB Commentary No. 16, at 2 (July 1, 2009) (“[C]redits in an intermediary

bank * * * are not property of either the originator or the beneficiary.”).
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To put it colloquially, Winter Storm erred in treating the wire transfer system

as a pipe, in which funds flow directly from the originator to the beneficiary,

capable of interception at any point. Jaldhi rests on an understanding of the wire

transfer system as more like a transporter (of Star Trek vintage), in which the

originator’s funds leave the beginning point (the originator’s bank) and appear at

the destination (the beneficiary’s bank), without traversing the space between. See

UCC § 4A-502 comment 4 (“A creditor of the originator * * * cannot reach [funds

that are no longer at the originator’s bank] because no property of the originator is

being transferred.”).

Thus, Jaldhi did not overrule Winter Storm because of a free-floating need to

insulate wire transfers from lawful process. It reversed the specific conclusion of

Winter Storm that creditor process can extend all the way to the backbone

institutions transmitting the payments behind the scenes. Jaldhi documents the

importance of understanding the precise obligations of the parties to funds transfers

and payment orders, and ensuring that creditor process is limited to assets and

obligations of the responsible parties.

Viewed through the Jaldhi/Grain Traders lens, the Injunction is not in the

least objectionable. In relevant part, it addresses only the parties that are

processing payments on Argentina’s bonds. If Argentina or the Trustee wishes to

distribute those funds by wire transfer (see CH Br. at 19), the Injunction’s
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prohibition of that activity is a pedestrian application of UCC § 4A-503. If the

Injunction were extended to intermediary banks, which ordinarily would have no

reason to realize they are processing or facilitating payments sent by the Trustee

(CH Br. at 19-20), it would contravene Article 4A. But of course that extension

exists only in the wolf-crying rhetoric of The Clearing House’s brief.

CONCLUSION

We submit, respectfully, that with regard to the issues addressed in this brief,

the decision below should be affirmed.

Dated: New York, New York
April 24, 2012
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1

§ 4A-502. CREDITOR PROCESS SERVED ON RECEIVING BANK;
SETOFF BY BENEFICIARY’S BANK

(1) As used in this section, “creditor process” means levy, attachment,
garnishment, notice of lien, sequestration, or similar process issued by or on behalf
of a creditor or other claimant with respect to an account.

(2) If a receiving bank accepts a payment order and debits the account of
the sender, the resulting reduction in the account balance is effective not-
withstanding service of creditor process with respect to the account, unless the
creditor process is served at a time and in a manner affording the receiver a
reasonable opportunity to act on it before the bank accepts the payment order.

(3) This subsection applies if a beneficiary’s bank has received a payment
order and has credited the beneficiary’s account with respect to the order.

(a) Until the payment order is accepted, the amount credited to the
beneficiary’s account (i) may not be set off against an obligation owed by
the beneficiary to the bank, and (ii) may not be applied to satisfy creditor
process served on the bank with respect to the account.

(b) The bank may allow withdrawal of the amount credited to the
account unless creditor process with respect to the account is served at a
time and in a manner affording the bank a reasonable opportunity to act to
prevent withdrawal.

(c) If creditor process with respect to the account is served on the
bank before the payment order is accepted, the bank may not reject the order
except for a reason unrelated to the service of process.

(4) The proper party to receive creditor process with respect to a payment
by the originator to the beneficiary pursuant to a funds transfer is the beneficiary’s
bank. Any other party to a funds transfer served with such creditor process is not
obliged to act with respect to the process.

COMMENT

1. Under subsection (2) if a receiving bank accepts a payment order and
debits the sender’s account, the debit takes precedence over a garnishment of the
sender’s account if the garnishment was not served in a time and manner to allow
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2

the bank to act on it before accepting the order. The ration-ale is obvious. In
accepting the payment order the bank may have relied on a credit balance in the
sender’s account. Under subsection (2) time must be allowed for notice of the
service of creditor process to be received by personnel of the bank responsible for
the acceptance.

2. Subsection (3) deals with payment orders issued to the beneficiary’s
bank. The bank may credit the beneficiary’s account when the order is received,
but under Section 4A-405(1) the bank incurs no obligation to pay the beneficiary
until the order is accepted pursuant to Section 4A-207(2). Thus, before acceptance,
the credit to the beneficiary’s account is provisional. Subsection (3)(a) states that
until acceptance occurs, the credit can’t be set off against an obligation owed to the
bank. This follows because until acceptance the credit does not represent an
obligation owed by the bank. If the payment order was accepted when received, as
in the case of a Fedwire, the bank could set off immediately. But if the
beneficiary’s bank receives a payment order from an intermediary bank which had
not yet paid the order when it was received, the bank can wait until acceptance
occurs by receipt of payment (Section 4A-207(2)(b)) and then set off. As an
alternative the bank could set off after accepting the order by notifying the
beneficiary under Section 4A-207(2)(a).

The same principle applies to creditor process. Subsection (3)(a) also
states that the credit to the beneficiary’s account cannot be applied to the creditor
process until acceptance. In some states a garnishment applies only to the amounts
owed by the bank to the debtor at the time of garnishment. Under that kind of
statute, garnishment before the payment order was accepted would not apply to the
amount represented by the order even though a provisional credit to the
beneficiary’s account had been made, because until acceptance nothing is owed to
the beneficiary. And, the garnishment would not apply to the credit if the payment
order is accepted later. In other states, the law provides that the garnishment
applies to debts of the bank to the debtor arising after service is made. In those
states, the levy or garnishment will reach the amount represented by the payment
order if it is accepted after service is made. Both subsection (3)(a) and (b) apply to
this type of statute. Although the creditor process does not apply to the amount
credited to the beneficiary’s account until the order is accepted, acceptance
normally will occur in ordinary course, unless the bank rejects the order. Normally
there is no reason for a beneficiary’s bank to reject a payment order, but if the
beneficiary’s account is garnished, the bank may be faced with a difficult choice.
If it rejects the order, the garnishing creditor’s potential recovery of funds of the
beneficiary is frustrated. It may be faced with a claim by the creditor that the
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rejection was a wrong to the creditor. If the bank accepts the order, the effect is to
allow the creditor to seize funds of its customer, the beneficiary. Subsection (3)(c)
gives the bank no choice in this case. It provides that it may not favor its customer
over the creditor by rejecting the order. The beneficiary’s bank may rightfully
reject only if there is an independent basis for rejection.

3. Subsection (3)(b) is similar to subsection (2). Normally the
beneficiary’s bank will release funds to the beneficiary shortly after acceptance or
it will accept by releasing funds. Since the bank is bound by a garnishment order
served before funds are released to the beneficiary, the bank might suffer a loss if
funds were released without knowledge that a particular garnishment order had
been served. Subsection (3)(b) protects the bank if it did not have adequate notice
of the garnishment when the funds were released.

4. A creditor may want to intercept a funds transfer. The creditor may
try to do so by serving process on the originator’s bank, an intermediary bank or
the beneficiary’s bank. The purpose of subsection (4) is to guide the creditor and
the court as to the proper method of reaching the funds. Since a funds transfer is
simply a process for causing the beneficiary’s bank to incur an obligation to the
beneficiary, the funds can be reached by the creditor only by serving creditor
process on the beneficiary’s bank.

5. “Creditor process” is defined in subsection (1) to cover a variety of
devices by which a creditor of the holder of a bank account or a claimant to a bank
account can seize the account. Procedure and nomenclature varies widely from
state to state. The term used in Section 4A-502 is a generic term.
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§ 4A-502. CREDITOR PROCESS SERVED ON RECEIVING BANK;
SETOFF BY BENEFICIARY’S BANK

(1) As used in this section, “creditor process” means levy, attachment,
garnishment, notice of lien, sequestration, or similar process issued by or on behalf
of a creditor or other claimant with respect to an account.

(2) If a receiving bank accepts a payment order and debits the account of
the sender, the resulting reduction in the account balance is effective not-
withstanding service of creditor process with respect to the account, unless the
creditor process is served at a time and in a manner affording the receiver a
reasonable opportunity to act on it before the bank accepts the payment order.

(3) This subsection applies if a beneficiary’s bank has received a payment
order for payment to the beneficiary’s account in the bank.

(a) The bank may credit the beneficiary’s account and the amount
credited may be set off against an obligation owed by the beneficiary to the
bank or may be applied to satisfy creditor process served on the bank with
respect to the account.

(b) The bank may credit the beneficiary’s account and may al-low
withdrawal of the amount credited to the account unless creditor process
with respect to the account is served at a time and in a manner affording the
bank a reasonable opportunity to act to prevent withdrawal.

(c) If creditor process with respect to the account is served, the
bank may not reject the payment order except for a reason unrelated to the
service of process.

(4) The proper party to receive creditor process with respect to a payment
by the originator to the beneficiary pursuant to a funds transfer is the beneficiary’s
bank. Any other bank served with such creditor process is not obliged to act with
respect to the process.

COMMENT

1. Under subsection (2) if a receiving bank accepts a payment order and
debits the sender’s account, the debit takes precedence over a garnishment of the
sender’s account if the garnishment was not served in a time and manner to allow
the bank to act on it before accepting the order. The ration-ale is obvious. In
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accepting the payment order the bank may have relied on a credit balance in the
sender’s account. Under subsection (2) time must be allowed for notice of the
service of creditor process to be received by personnel of the bank responsible for
the acceptance.

2. Subsection (3) deals with payment orders issued to the beneficiary’s
bank. The bank may credit the beneficiary’s account when the order is received,
but under Section 4A-404(1) the bank incurs no obligation to pay the beneficiary
until the order is accepted pursuant to Section 4A-207(2). Thus, before acceptance,
the credit to the beneficiary’s account is provisional. But under Section 4A-207(2)
acceptance occurs if the beneficiary’s bank pays the beneficiary pursuant to
Section 4A-405(1). Under that provision, payment occurs if the credit to the
beneficiary’s account is applied to a debt of the beneficiary. Subsection (3)(a)
allows the bank to credit the beneficiary’s account with respect to a payment order
and to accept the order by setting off the credit against an obligation owed to the
bank or applying the credit to creditor process with respect to the account.

In some states a garnishment applies only to the amounts owed by the
bank to the debtor at the time of garnishment. Under that kind of statute,
garnishment before the payment order was accepted would not apply to the amount
represented by the order even though a provisional credit to the beneficiary’s
account had been made, because until acceptance nothing is owed to the
beneficiary. And, the garnishment would not apply to the credit if the payment
order is accepted later. In other states, the law provides that the garnishment
applies to debts of the bank to the debtor arising after ser-vice is made. In those
states, the levy or garnishment will reach the amount represented by the payment
order if it is accepted after service is made. Al-though the creditor process does
not apply to the amount credited to the beneficiary’s account until the order is
accepted, acceptance normally will occur in ordinary course, unless the bank
rejects the order. Normally there is no reason for a beneficiary’s bank to reject a
payment order, but if the beneficiary’s account is garnished, the bank may be faced
with a difficult choice. If it rejects the order, the garnishing creditor’s potential
recovery of funds of the beneficiary is frustrated. It may be faced with a claim by
the creditor that the rejection was a wrong to the creditor. If the bank accepts the
order, the effect is to allow the creditor to seize funds of its customer, the
beneficiary. Subsection (3)(c) gives the bank no choice in this case. It provides
that it may not favor its customer over the creditor by rejecting the order. The
beneficiary’s bank may rightfully reject only if there is an independent basis for
rejection.
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3. Subsection (3)(b) is similar to subsection (2). Normally the
beneficiary’s bank will release funds to the beneficiary shortly after acceptance or
it will accept by releasing funds. Since the bank is bound by a garnishment order
served before funds are released to the beneficiary, the bank might suffer a loss if
funds were released without knowledge that a particular garnishment order had
been served. Subsection (3)(b) protects the bank if it did not have adequate notice
of the garnishment when the funds were released.

4. A creditor may want to intercept a funds transfer. The creditor may
try to do so by serving process on the originator’s bank, an intermediary bank or
the beneficiary’s bank. The purpose of subsection (4) is to guide the creditor and
the court as to the proper method of reaching the funds. Since a funds transfer is
simply a process for causing the beneficiary’s bank to incur an obligation to the
beneficiary, the funds transfer cannot be intercepted by creditor process. A
creditor of the originator can levy on the account of the originator in the
originator’s bank, but that levy is subject to the limitations stated in subsection (2).
Except for the account that is debited, no property of the originator is involved in
the funds transfer. The beneficiary has no property interest in the funds transfer
until the funds transfer is completed, i.e. when the beneficiary’s bank incurs an
obligation to the beneficiary by accepting a payment order for the benefit of the
beneficiary. A creditor of the beneficiary that wants to reach the funds to be
received by the beneficiary must serve creditor process on the beneficiary’s bank
to reach the obligation of the beneficiary’s bank to pay the beneficiary which arises
upon acceptance by the beneficiary’s bank under Section 4A-404(1).

5. “Creditor process” is defined in subsection (1) to cover a variety of
devices by which a creditor of the holder of a bank account or a claimant to a bank
account can seize the account. Procedure and nomenclature varies widely from
state to state. The term used in Section 4A-502 is a generic term.
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